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President Putin’s unexpected pardoning of

Mikhail Khodorkovsky after more than a decade –

10 years and two months, to be more precise –

in prison was the headline and, safe to say, sensa-

tional, sociopolitical event in December 2013.

The unexpected pardoning allowed Vladimir Putin

to demonstrate that he totally controls the situa-

tion and the decision-making process, as well as

gain a symbolic capital (Khodorkovsky’s applica-

tion for pardon) and have Khodorkovsky’s prom-

ise on how he should behave after his release

from prison (i.e., stay away from the fight for

the YUKOS’s assets, and politics).

According to experts, the 2013 annual Presi-

dential Address to the Federal Assembly of Russia

contained no political part, except for the sole

statement in the form of promise to “refine the

general principles of organization of the local

self-governance, the development of strong,

independent, solvent local self-governments”.

Despite a positive external environment,

Russia’s macroeconomic indicators look less

promising as evidenced, on the one hand, by

higher than expected inflation rates and, on the

other hand, continuing pressure upon the ruble.

Key words: political situation, macroeconomic

situation, the state of the real sector of the

economy.
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The first long-term social and economic program
of development of Russia till 2030 which was
called the Long-Term Development Concept
(LTDC) was approved in autumn 2008. It was
developed in the pre-crisis period in a situation
when oil prices were at their record-high levels
and was characterized by superfluous optimism.
From 2008 till 2013, the key indices of the state
of the real sector of the economy (GDP, industrial
output and capital investments) remained virtu-
ally unchanged.

From the economic point of view, the essence
of the proposed measures can be determined as
a policy of motivation of the supply vs. the policy
of motivation of the demand. Growth in supply
can be ensured by improvement of the business
climate and higher business activities of the small
business. In an active scenario, there is a more
effective response of producers to the expansion
of the domestic demand: the pricing component
is decreasing, while the real supply of goods and
services grows. By the year 2020, the share of
goods and services to cover the expansion of
domestic demand will increase to 40% which
is equal to the level of the US and China.

Key words: Program of the Social and Economic
Development of Russia till 2020, models of eco-
nomic growth, financing of economic growth.
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In November 2013, the consumer price index

stood at 0.6% like in October 2013 (against 0.3%

in November 2012). As a result, inflation exceed

6.5% on a year over year basis as of the end of

the 11th month in 2013. The consumer price index

reached 0.3% by the 16th day in December 2013.

It is the growth rates of prices of foods of animal

origin and fruit and vegetable products that con-

tributed most to the growth of prices of food

products. Growth in prices of butter and dairy

products, as well as eggs was determined by

shortage of raw materials in response to a limited

number of forage due to a poor crop in 2012.

Prices of fruit and vegetable products began to

grow in October 2013 due to the seasonal factor.

The absence of a pronounced demand pres-

sure on prices, as well as a favorable situation

with grain and leguminous crop, improvement

of business conditions in the world agricultural

market are the key inflation-restraining factors.

The growth in interest rates which was observed

in the period of November thru December 2013

was determined by aggravation of tension in the

interbank lending market in response to the revo-

cation of the banking license of a few Russian

banks.

Key words: monetary policy, central bank, infla-

tion, exchange rate policy, money supply, ex-

change rate.
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The macroeconomic situation in 2013 was charac-

terized by gradual slowdown of economic dy-

namics and worsening of development prospects.

Russia’s economy stagnation was determined by

a simultaneously adverse effect of both external

and internal factors. The domestic market was

influenced by reduced volumes of domestic pro-

duction of goods and services for domestic con-

sumption, as well as slowdown in growth rates of

import deliveries.

In the period of January thru September 2013,

the physical index of GDP stood at 101.3% against

the corresponding period of the previous year.

GDP is expected to grow at a rate corresponding

to 101.3%–101.4% by the 2013 year-end given

the current dynamics of investment and con-

sumer demand, slowdown of growth rates in

household income and decline in financial per-

formance results of enterprises and organizations.

General unemployment growth which has re-

sumed since June2013 may aggravate the situa-

tion in the labor market early in 2014.

Key words: GDP, industrial production, manufac-

turing industry output, retail trade, investments in

capital assets.
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The situation in the investment sector remains

strain despite that in November 2013 the fixed

investment growth rate reached a positive value,

100.2%, after the previous 3-month fall on an

annualized basis. In the period of January thru

November 2013, fixed investment stood at

99.2% year over year. The 2012 values of annual

growth rates of this indicator are unlikely to be

exceeded at 2013 year-end despite a low base

in December 2012. Reduction in construction

volume with growing residential commissioning

rates and reduction in volume of work in

progress in construction may result in a drastic

recession in the construction and investment

sector early in 2014.

Unstable dynamics and narrowing scale of

fixed capital investment which have been ob-

served over the last five years in most of the ac-

tivities of the manufacturing industry stemmed

from both the severe investment crisis of 2008

and lack of adequate measures aimed at modern-

izing production so that it can fit the market

conditions.

Key words: investments in fixed assets, amount of

construction work, housing deployment.
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The trend towards stagnation concerning basic
foreign trade indicators remained unchanged in
2013 from the previous year. Additionally, while
the import dynamics remained positive within 10
months in 2013, the export dynamics slid to nega-
tive values, thereby having reduced the foreign
trade balance.

The Russia’s foreign trade turnover was esti-
mated $74,7bn in October 2013, having dropped
4.5% year-over-year, according to the foreign
balance methodology.

A total of $44bn of goods were exported in
2013, a 5.6% decline against October 2012. While
exports to countries other than CIS states declined
6.8%, exports to CIS countries increased 0.9%.
Foreign-funded procurement contracted 4.3% to
$30,8bn against October 2012. Import of goods
dropped from both countries other than CIS states
(by 3.3%) and CIS countries (by 10.1%).
Though foreign trade balance showed a positive
value of $146,8bn in the period of January thru
October 2013, it went 9.1% down against the
value observed in January-October 2012.

Key words: foreign trade, export, import, balance
of payment.
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A detailed analysis of the system of indicators of

the business surveys conducted by Gaidar Insti-

tute shows that the Russian industrial sector prob-

ably made an attempt to break through stagna-

tion in November 2013. However, more intensive

production growth and optimistic output plans

are only fed with estimates of finish goods stock

rather than the demand. Increasing output on the

basis of stock appreciation alone without ad-

equate changes to the demand dynamics provides

the basis for another increase in their balance

and subsequent slowdown in production.

The use of the price factor to wake up the

demand has been constrained by intensive

growth in costs at year end. The surveys show

that non-ferrous industry saw the lowest price

fall. Similar but not so large-scale changes were

observed in building materials production too.

The result of the latest quarter 2013 outstripped

the bounce of costs early in the year, when the

balance of change increased to reach just +24

points, whereas there should be no “planned”

reasons whatsoever for growth prices of raw

materials and other materials today.

Key words: Russian industry, demand, output,

employment, stocks of finished goods, crediting

of manufacturing, actual trends and expecta-

tions.
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The dynamics of basic development indicators
in the banking sector in November 2013 was gov-
erned by the most notorious event of the month
in the banking sector, i.e., revocation of the license
of Master Bank. The event triggered redistribution
of assets and the customer base in favor of major
banks, above all, state controlled ones. The retail
segment quality of the bank credit portfolio re-
mained unchanged in terms of formal indicators
in November 2013. Overdue debt kept accounting
for 4.6% of the total lending receivables.

The return on banking sector’s equity dropped
to 12% p.a. in November 2013 and down to 17%
in the period of January thru October 2013.

The current situation differs from the crisis
values of state support only in relative measures.
At that time (as of February 01, 2009), the bank-
ing sector’s liabilities to the monetary authorities
amounted to Rb3654bn or accounted for 12.3%
of the total assets available in the banking sector.
Today, the resources received by banks from the
monetary authorities account for 7.7% of the
total assets available in the banking sector.

Key words: Russian banking system, personal
savings, capital outflow, bank liquidity.
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The mean general level of “our” and “their” prices
increased for all enterprises of the REB (Russian
economic barometer) sample in . Building materials
manufacturers and representatives of the forest-
industry complex (29% each), as well as chemical
industry (20%) most often showed an adverse shift
in price proportions. Thirty five percent of managers
reported an increase in production volumes against
the preceding month, whereas % of managers re-
ported no changes in their production volumes, and %
of managers reported a decline in production volume.
About in equipment procurement, whereas % of the
respondents reported no changes in this indicator,
and % reported a decline.

The mean volume of orders in the sample ac-
counted for % of the normal monthly level (84% in
September). Enterprises of the consumer goods
industry (87%), chemical industry and в machine-
building industry (85% each) showed the highest
level of orders 2013.

Metallurgy industry (106%), consumer goods
industry (102%), and building materials manufactur-
ers (94%) showed most significant volumes of fin-
ished goods stock, whereas food industry demon-
strated the least insignificant volumes of finished
goods stock (69%).

Key words: price level, wages, employment, output,
investment, indebtedness to banks, order-book level,
stocks of finished products, capacity utilization rate,
labor utilization rate, financial situation, production
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The ratio between the housing price and personal

income in 2013 shows that housing has became more

affordable in the primary and secondary markets.

In the period of January thru October 2013, organiza-

tions of all forms of incorporation constructed

566,800 apartments with a 45,4m sq. meters floor

space, 113.3% of the corresponding period in 2012.

The monthly average weighted interest rate

on mortgage housing loans denominated in rubles

slid from 12.9% in March 2013 to 12.3% as of

November 1, 2013. The debt on mortgage housing

loans increased as of October 1, 2012 to 4.89% as

percentage of GDP, which is 2.3 p.p. above the

highest pre-crisis value in 2008. The share of real

estate items encumbered with mortgage increased

3.6% against Q3 2012 in the total number of real

estate items registered in housing transactions in Q3

2013.

The land area owned by individuals keeps declin-

ing (118,281,9 thousand ha as of January 1, 2013

against 119,549,1 thousand ha in 2012). The land area

owned by companies has been growing by 1,2 million

ha – owned by legal entities and 0,74 million ha –

owned by the state and municipalities.

Key words: the mortgage housing loans (MHL), num-

ber of loans and the volume in money of MHL, debt

on MHL, the overdue debt on MHL, the average

weighted monthly rate on MHL, the total amount

of the debt on MHL without overdue payments and

with payments overdue ,volume of MHL paid in ad-

vance by borrowers, the volume of funds collected

from borrowers through realization of mortgaged

property, refinanced mortgages.
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The MICEX Index growth during the last month in 2013 has

been governed basically by steady gaining Norilsky Nickel’s

stocks in response to information about the enterprise’s

successful performance. In general, however, it is

Sberbank’s preferred stock that remains most profitable

investment at year end. The MICEX stock market capitaliza-

tion amounted to Rb 25,02trillion (38.45% of GDP) by

December 20, 2013.

The sector indices saw growth at the end of the 12th

month of 2013, except the consumer sector companies

index which lost 0.5% in the period between the beginning

of the month and December 23, 2013. The energy sector

index was leading in growth, its growth rate increased

9.5% in the period between the beginning of the month

and December 23, 2013. The shares of JSC Russian Grids

(Rosseti), JSC Moscow United Electric Grid Company

(MOESK) and The Second Generating Company of the

Wholesale Power Market (OGK-2) were the key growth

drivers for the index.

Positive dynamics of the key indicators such as market

volume and market index has died out in the corporate

bond market. At the same time, issuers and investors keep

showing a high level of activity. The situation with issuers’

discharge of their obligations to bondholders remain stable

in December 2013.

Key words: stock market dynamics, return on equities,

corporate bond market dynamics and the volume and

index of the corporate bond market.
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Offshore zones have long been a good arrangement for tax

sheltering. According to specialists, Russia has been leading

in the world in the number of newly registered offshore

companies. Not only should Russia adopt the OECD stan-

dards, but it also should join this international organization

to be able to efficiently prevent erosion of the taxation

base.

Most of the member countries of the European Union

and the OECD apply different methods of counteracting

tax competition, setting international tax harmonization as

a priority line of action. This implies a framework of mea-

sures for coordination of the fiscal policy of the member

countries of international unions or associations with a view

to leveling out interest rates in different countries and

avoiding double taxation.

By operation of the national treatment between the

three member countries of the Customs Union, all member

countries are to adopt uniform rules concerning offshore

zones and promote the consistency of law enforcement

practice.

Key words: offshore zones, tax evasion, the Organization

for Economic Cooperation and Development, the Customs

Union.
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In the period of January thru September 2013,

foreign investment in the Russian economy in-

creased 15.7% year over year due to increase in

direct and other investment made on a repayable

basis.

Total volume of foreign investment in the

Russian economy in 2013 increased in response to

a growth in direct and other types of investment.

The share of portfolio investment was estimated

at 0.3%. Foreign investment kept concentrating

in the financial sector, industrial and trade sectors

which accounted for 88.2% of the total volume

of foreign investment in Russia.

It is the industrial sector that was most appeal-

ing to foreign investors. Switzerland accounted

for 14.5% of the total foreign investment in the

Russian economy, having shown the biggest

share of investment inflow to Russia during the

period of 9 months in 2013. The amount of with-

drawn capital slid 9.2% to account for 68.4% of

the total foreign investment in Russia over the

given period.

Key words: foreign investments, inward invest-

ment, capital flight, investor countries.
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In December 2013, Russia’s President Vladimir

Putin formulated fiscal policy guidelines. In par-

ticular, new tax schemes and allowances were

announced. In our opinion, change of task priori-

ties and reorientation of federal financial entities

to support a sustainable revenue base of the state

is vital amid stagnation. Develop a free market,

ensure efficient performance of market players is

critical in pursuing the foregoing aims. Financial

regulation of the economy goes beyond taxes.

The greatest challenge is counteract economic

monopolies which constitute a key obstacle

against the development of the regional and local

business. Certain firms or entrepreneurs purchase

by themselves or through straw parties commer-

cial real estate in a region and offer for rent to

regular entrepreneurs, but either with large floor

spaces so that the lessee subsequently look for

a sub-lessee (the buy-or-pay principle), or the

lessee allows an entrepreneur to work without

an agreement, i.e., the latter has to run a shadow

business, pay a monopoly price to the lesser.

Key words: fiscal policy, tax schemes and allow-

ances, budget revenue base, counteracting mo-

nopolies.


